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SUMMARY
As part of the NASA Langley Research Center Storm Hazards Program, 241
thunderstorm penetrations were made in 1982 with an F-106B airplane in order to
record direct-strike lightning data and the associated flight conditions.
During these penetrations, the airplane received 156 direct lightning strikes;
in addition, lightning transient data were recorded from 26 nearby lightning
flashes. The tests were conducted within 150 nautical miles of Hampton,
Virginia, assisted by ground-based weather-radar guidance from the NASA Wallops
Flight Facility.
This report presents the photographs of the lightning attachments taken from
two onboard 16-mm color movie cameras and the associated strike attachment
patterns. The paper also includes a table of the flight conditions recorded at
the time of each lightning event, and a table in which the data in this paper
are cross-referenced with the previously published lightning electromagnetic
waveform data.
INTRODUCTION
The NASA Langley Research Center is performing in-flight direct-strike
lightning research using a specially instrumented F-106B aircraft. The intent
of this research is to refine the characterization of the lightning-generated
electromagnetic environment affecting aircraft. The projected use of digital
avionic systems, along with composite aircraft structure, compounds lightning-
related problems and provides the motivation for the present research. Digital
avionic systems are potentially more susceptible to upset by electrical
transients than previous generation systems, and the composite structure may
not provide electrical shielding equivalent to that provided by metal aircraft
in the past. Future design processes will thus require lightning-protection
assessment techniques for digital avionic systems operating in
electromagnetically nonoptimum structures. A necessary requirement of
potential assessment techniques (which may range from purely analytical,
through simulation, to actual hardware tests) is a refined definition of the
lightning electromagnetic hazards.
This report presents the photographs of lightning attachments to the NASA F-
106B thunderstorm research airplane taken from two onboard 16-mm color movie
cameras during the 1982 program. The photographs are supplemented with the
associated strike attachment patterns on the exterior of the airplane and the
flight conditions recorded at the time of each direct strike and nearby flash.
The lightning transient waveform data associated with the data presented in
this paper were reported in reference 1. The transient data from the 1980 and
1981 programs were pUblished in references 2 and 3, respectively. The
corresponding lightning attachment patterns and flight conditions from 1980 and
1981 were reported in references 4 and 5 and the data from 1980 - 1982 were
summarized in reference 6. A statistical analysis of the 1980 to 1982
lightning transient waveform data is reported in reference 7. Overviews of the
Storm Hazards Program are given in references 8, 9, and 10.
TEST EQUIPMENT AND DATA REDUCTION
Test Equipment
F-l06B research airplane. - A thoroughly instrumented F-l06B "Delta Dart"
airplane (figure 1) is used to make thunderstorm penetrations in the Storm
Hazards Program. Details on the F-l06B airplane and the criteria used in
choosing the airplane for this mission can be found in references 4, 9, and.ll.
The lightning hardening procedures and verification tests undertaken prior to
each thunderstorm season are described in references 9 and 11. Prior to the
1981 program, the paint was stripped from the top and bottom wing surfaces of
the integral wing fuel tanks to reduce the lightning dwell times on those
surfaces. This reduced the possibility of a melt-through of the aluminum skins
covering the fuel cells.
Airborne lightning instrumentation system. - The direct-strike lightning
instrumentation system (reference 7, 8, and 12) records the electromagnetic
characteristics of direct lightning strikes and nearby lightning flashes. It
consists of electromagnetic sensors mounted on the surface of the airplane, a
shielded recording system in the weapons bay, and a control panel in the aft
cockpit. Lightning transients were detected by four sensors whose outputs were
recorded by the direct-strike lightning instrumentation system and by one
additional sensor whose output was recorded on a Boeing Data Logger system
mounted in the weapons bay (see ref. 13 and figure 1). The four measurements
made in 1982 were (see figure 1):
.
Df -- Time-rate of change of electric flux density, D; under the forwardpart of the airplane; measure by a flat-plate dipole antenna located
under the nose of the airplane (see reference 14).
•
B --L Time-rate of change of magnetic flux density, B, caused bylongitudinal component (along fuselage) of current; measured by a
mUltiple loop antenna on the right side of the fuselage above the
wing (see reference 14).
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I Time-rate of change of attachment current, I, to the nose boom by an
inductive current probe located inside the fiberglass radome at the
base of the metal nose boom. (see reference 14).
I -- Total attachment current, I, to the nose boom by current transformers
located inside the radome. Outputs are recorded independently by
NASA instrumentation and by the Boeing Data Logger system.
The recording system for the direct-strike lightning instrumentation system
consisted of two digital transient recorders capable of recording 1.3 msec of
data for each event at a 10-nsec sampling rate. Each transient recorder
continually updated (recorded into) its memory until triggered, at which time
the input was switched off until the memory content was serially dumped onto an
analog magnetic tape recorder.
Airborne Cameras and Optics. - Two Milliken DBM-54 cameras were installed on
the airplane to provide photographic coverage of the nose, tail, and left wing.
A typical camera is shown in figure 2. The fields of view identifying fixed
reference points for each camera are shown in figures 3 and 4. The frame rates
of both were set to a minimum of 14 frames/sec to extend their data periods to
20 minutes. Even at the minimum frame rate, the cameras were turned on only
during thunderstorm penetrations since each flight lasted approximately 60
minutes. Detailed information about camera and film characteristics is
presented in table I. Time correlation with other instrumentation was obtained
through an IRIG-B time-code modulated, light-emitting diode exposing the film
edge.
The forward camera was installed in front of the cockpit to look forward
through a periscope as shown in figures 1, 5, and 6. Because of space
limitations, the camera was mounted on its side, as seen in figure 5. The
forward camera field-of-view, shown in figure 3, includes the forward fuselage,
radome, and nose boom with the angle-of-attack flow vane.
The aft-looking camera was installed at approximately mid-fuselage, above the
left wing under a protective shroud, as shown in figures 1 and 7. The camera
is shown mounted without the shroud in figure 8. Its field-of-view, shown in
figure 4, exhibits the distortion that is characteristic of a Wide-angle lens.
However, this lens had to be a pin-hole lens because it was feared that the
size of a normal wide-angle lens would interfere with the airflow around the
fuselage. As was the case with the forward camera, the aft camera was mounted
on its side because of limited space.
Other airborne data systems. - Environmental parameters and flight conditions
were measured by the Aircraft Instrumentation System (ArS) and the Inertial
Navigation System (INS). The descriptions of the lightning flashes by the
flight crew were recorded on an onboard voice recorder which ran continuously
without interruptions throughout the flight. The AIS and INS are described in
references 4 and 6.
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The fifteen airborne experiments conducted on the F-1068 airplane between 1980
and 1982 are summarized in reference 6.
DATA REDUCTION
Determination of lightning attachment points. - When a lightning strike occurs
to an aircraft ,the lightning flash initially attaches to the aircraft at two
or more locations called the initial lightning attachment points. As a
minimum, there will be two attachment points consisting of a single entry point
and a single exit point, as defined below. As described in reference 15, these
points usually occur at extremities of the aircraft such as the nose or a wing
tip. Since the aircraft flies more than its own length within the lifetime of
most flashes, the lightning flash channel will reattach to other spots aft of
the initial attachment points when the initial attachment points are at a
forward portion of the aircraft. This occurrence is known as the swept--stroke
phenomenon (refs. 15 and 16).
At any time, charge is flowing into one point of the airplane and out of
another. No attempt has been made, using the attachment point analysis
described in this paper, to determine the sign of that charge. Therefore, the
use of the terms "entry" and "exit" in the definitions below are made without
reference to direction of current flow and are arbitrarily chosen by physical
location. The initial and final points are postulated based on data and
previous experience. The definitions in common use in the lightning community
to deScribe lightning attachment scenarios are:
•
•
lightning attachment point
initial entry point
final entry point
initial exit point
Any spot where the lightning flash channel
contacts the aircraft.
The first (in time) attachment point of a
lightning flash channel where charges of one
sign enter (flow onto) the aircraft.
Arbitrarily chosen as a forward or upper
location (usually an extremity).
The last (in time) attachment point of the
lightning flash channel where charges of one
sign enter (flow onto) the aircraft (usually a
trailing edge).
The first (in time) attachment point of a
lightning flash channel where charges of the
same sign as at the entry point leave (flow
off) the aircraft. Arbitrarily chosen as an
aft or lower location (usually an extremity).
Coincident in time with the initial entry
point.
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final exit point
swept flash (or strike) points
The last (in time) attachment point of a
lightning flash channel where charges of the
same sign as at the entry point leave (flow
off) the aircraft (usually at a trailing
edge). Coincident in time with the final
en try po in t •
intermediate spots where the lightning flash
channel reattaches between its initial and
final points.
These definitions are used in describing the scenarios presented in this paper,
and also have been used to describe the scenarios postulated for the 1980 and
1981 data (refs. 4 and 5).
Following each flight in which there were direct lightning strikes, the
lightning attachment points were located by careful inspection of the airplane
surface. These attachment points along with films from the onboard cameras,
sensor triggers, flight crew observations, and the procedure given in
references 4 and 6, were used to postulate the initial and final attachment
points, the swept-flash path(s), and the orientation of the channel.
Determining lightning images on movie film. - The frames selected for this
report are those which show distinct lightning features. Included are many in
which the image is distorted or partially obscured by rain, fog, or ice on the
cover glass of the camera housing. Therefore, when these were severe enough to
provide no visual information, the affected frames are not reprinted here, but
are listed in the tables, and so marked.
A two-step process was used to identify those film frames associated with
lightning strikes. First, the developed film was projected with a stepping-
frame projector, and the sequences of interest were visually selected. Second,
the film was reeled across a specially designed light table, and the time code
was read from the film edge for correlation with data obtained by other
instrumentation systems.
Determination of flight conditions. - Static temperature and pressure altitude
were computed from parameters measured and recorded by the AIS. The pressure
altitude was determined from static pressure values which were corrected for
position error. The ambient temperature was determined from the total
temperature measurement. The relative intensities of turbulence and
precipitation at the times of the lightning strikes and nearby flashes were
based on pilot observations as extracted from the cockpit voice transcripts.
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The airplane flight conditions recorded during the direct strikes and nearby
flashes that occurred in 1982 are summarized in table II. In table II, the
lightning events are listed in chronological order along with the appropriate
flight number, date (month and day), and time of occurrence (in coordinated
universal time). The data entry for each lightning event also includes the
pressure altitude, ambient temperature, true airspeed, pitch and bank attitude
angles, and the location of the airplane with respect to the NASA Wallops
Flight Facility at Wallops Island, Virginia. The airplane locations also are
plotted on maps of the area in figure 9. Where there are clusters of points,
each cluster is circled and the event numbers are listed adjacent to the
circle.
The attachment point figures, lightning scenarios, and lightning photographs
are presented in figures 10 through 170. Table III lists the figure numbers
for the attachment point diagrams, scenario sketches, and direct-strike
photographs presented in this paper along with the figure numbers of the
associated lightning electromagnetic waveforms from reference 1. The
photographs from each lightning event are arranged so that those from the
forward camera precede those from the aft camera. Several photographic
sequences showing lightning attachments also include frames that show no
lightning actiVity; these frames were included to maintain the continuity of
what seems to be the same event, such as a restrike along an established
channel. Strike 16 (figure 50) is one such example.
During the 1982 thunderstorm season, 156 direct lightning strikes were
positively identified. Of these, 77 strikes were filmed, and 131 were seen
from the cockpit by the flight crew. There were sufficient coincidental data
from the onboard systems to postulate 40 individual lightning attachment
scenarios. As summarized in reference 6, four general categories of strike
scenarios have been found in the lightning attachment point patterns from 1980
through 1982:
1. Flashes which initially enter the nose of the aircraft and
subsequently "sweep" alongside it, reattaching at a succession of
spots along the fuselage, as was the case with strike 16 of 1982 (see
figures 20, 48, 49 and 50). In these cases, the initial and final
exit points are usually the trailing edge of an extremity such as a
wing or vertical fin tip. The final entry point is a trailing edge of
the fuselage, because the flash is usually still alive by the time the
aircraft has flown completely through it. The majority of the
attachment patterns fell in this category.
2. Similar to (1) except that the entry channel sweeps aft across a top
or bottom wing surface instead of the fuselage. An example of this
pattern is that from strike 135 of 1982, shown in figures 126(c), 142,
143, and 144. Patterns from about 6 strikes have shown this pattern.
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,3. Strikes in which the initial entry and exit points occur at the nose.
In this case, the lightning flash appears to "touch" the aircraft nose
but continues on from this point to another destination. The aircraft
then flies through the flash, resulting in successive entry points
along one side of the fuselage or wing and exit points along the
other. Again, because the flash usually exists for a longer time than
it takes the aircraft to fly its length, the final entry and exit
points are located along trailing edges. This scenario is illustrated
by strike 63 of 1982, shown in figures 85, 89, 90, and 91. The only
other examples in this category are strikes 2 and 3 of 1980 (See
ref. 4.)
4. Strikes in which the initial and final entry and exit points are
confined to the aft extremities, as shown in figures 20, 45, 46, and
47 (strike 15 of 1982). About one-third of the strikes to date have
demonstrated this pattern.
With any of these general scenarios, it is possible for the swept flash channel
to rejoin itself behind the airplane after the airplane has flown through the
channel. In this case, the airplane becomes disconnected from the flash once
the entry and exit portions of the channel have rejoined, thus allowing the
airplane to fly out of the lightning flash. Photographs looking aft from the
aircraft, such as figure 50 from strike 16, show that this occurred frequently.
This result was unexpected, as previously it had been surmised that, once
attached to the aircraft, the channel would remain attached until the flash
died naturally.
The data from cameras, lightning sensors, and crew observations were not always
sufficiently coincidental to permit postulating a scenario for every strike.
Typically, the forward camera obtained much less data than the aft camera
because strikes to the airplane remained attached to the trailing edges of the
tail, fuselage, and wings for a longer period of time than the time the strikes
would stay attached to the nose boom. All of the relatively few strikes
captured by the forward camera were obscured to some degree by precipitation,
condensation or frost on the periscope, and, therefore, contributed little
information toward defining lightning structure or locating lightning
attachments. Precipitation erosion or breakage of the cover glass was also a
continual problem, although various glasses and plastics were tried. For
example, a photograph for strike 24 of 1982 (figure 63) shows the cracked
glass, Which broke completely later during the flight. Consequently, the
forward camera system was removed entirely from the F-106s airplane after
flight 82-027 on July 11, 1982 (see table III). Although a number of aft
camera events also were obscured by condensation and frost on the cover glass
of the shroud, the majority of these pictures showed the lightning clearly.
Finally, many of the crew calls contained no descriptive information on channel
orientation or location.
The relative turbulence and precipitation intensities called by the flight crew
during each lightning event in 1982 are tabulated in table IV. As summarized
in ref. 6, most strikes and nearby flashes occurred in areas of the
thunderstorms where the relative intensities of turbulence and precipitation
were characterized as negligible.
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SUMMARY OF DATA
During the NASA Langley Research Center Storm Hazards Program, 241 thunderstorm
penetrations were made in 1982 with an F-1068 airplane in order to record
direct-strike lightning data and the associated flight conditions. The
lightning attachment point data and lightning photographs may be summarized as
follows:
1. Confirmed lightning events consisted of 156 direct lightning strikes
and 26 nearby flashes. Lightning attachments were filmed successfully
during 77 of these strikes.
2. There were sufficient coincidental airborne data to postulate 40
individual lightning attachment scenarios.
3. Four general categories of scenarios are recognizable in the lightning
attachment point data. An additional characteristic is that,
following several attachments, the channel was seen to rejoin itself
behind the airplane after the airplane had flown through the channel.
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TABLE II.- AIRPLA,_t FLIGHT CONOITIONS DURING DIRECT STRIKES AND NEARBY FLASHES IN 1982
....................-_ DISTANCE FROM
FLIGHT TI_E _PR____SSURE__LT_ITtjD.E a_BIE_T T__.LLL__.AIRSPEED PITCH ANGLEi_ANK ANGLE NASA WFF_KM(C I
EVENT _2- DATE (_MT M FT TEMDERATu_E,C M/SEC IKNOTs DEG (a) ' ,E6(b) NORTH EAST
STRIKE I 010 MAy 23 21:2:31.0 _117 2O0O9 -14 220 427 2 _ 5 -173 --187
STRIKE 2 010 MAy 23 t 21:20:1.0 6134 20123 -15 208 404 2 i ,8 -101 --218
STRIKE 3 010 _AY 23 21:30:39.0 6_23 20_16 Ib 213 _14 5 I• - " 5 -86 -209
STRIKE 4 013 May 28 _0:13:45.0 H62b 24790 -35 22q 4_5 3 9 77 -99
STRIKE 5 013 _Ay _8 20:48:58.0 _625 2e296 -35 224 _5 4 I I_5 -89"
STRIKE 6 013 MAy 2B 20:_9:10.U _590 2SI_3 -30 231 449 _ I 105 -92i
STRIKE 7 013 "_Y 28 20:54:5€.0 8771 2_777 -35 234 _04 3 2 llO -I08
STRIKE 8 013 MAy 28 _0:55:11.0 _b_l 2B154 -32 238 _b? 4 I 106 "I05
STRIKE 9 017 JUNE 05 I_:I0:2_.0 (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) _) (d) (d)
STRIKE TO 017 JUNE 05 I_:II:3_._ 76_0 2_005 -_8 23g 464 3 6 -239 33
STRIKE ii 017 JUNE O_ 1_:23:_.0 708i 25199 -26 2_3 _33 ! 2 -237 -3
STRIKE 121 017 JUNE Ob 18124: °b 7bbB 25123 -26 231 4_g 2 -- O --239 -5i
STRIKE 13 I 017 JUNE Ob 18:28:3_.0 7073 2517P -31 251 _87 0 1 -235 -I
STRIKE 141 017 JUNE 05 18:_8:50.0 7070 _51_0 -29 245 _16 3 8 -232 3
STRIKE 151 017 JUNE 05 18:35:2T,m 7051 251o2 -27 234 _04 _ 4 -233 -1
STRIKE 16 017 JUNE Ob I_:39:4_.6 763m 25058 -31 237 _@0 3 3 -227 4
STRIKE 17 017 JUNE 05 I_:47:3.0 7616 25165 -28 230 _7 -I I -_41 0
STRIKE IH 020 JUNE 17 19: B:Ib.O 774_ 25422 -22 _14 €15 _ I -127 -29
STRIKE 19 020 JUNE 17 19:30:40.0 707H P51_9 -24 225 437 4 0 --IIS --4
NEAR_Y I 020 JU_E 17 19:Jl: J°O 7727 253_0 -27 i 23R 402 _ B -llb -8
TABLE II.- Continued.
T.................[.................. DISTANCE FROMICLTGHTI- TTYE Pr'ES?..L_FALTTTUDF TQUE AIRSPEED PITCH ANGLE RANK ANGLE NASA WFFtKM(c)AM_IE_)_I
EVENT I _2- I OAT_-- ,GMT '_ I FT ITEMPEPATURE,r MISEC KNOTS OEG(a) DEG(b) NORTH EAST
! I _ _
i ....................
NFAPBY 2 021 JUNE 21 20:4:37°0 77P e. 25553 -23 : 207 402 6 i0 -202 3
NEAPBv 3 021 ,ILI_E21 20: 7: .0 7780 255?6 _ -27 ( 216 41q 0 7 -189 -12
NEAP,BY 4 0 J{IN£21 2¢: 7" 9.0 76.30 250_4 -25 I 2_.4 435 5 -9 -187 -12
NEARBY 5 0 JbN_ 21 20:22:27.0 (d) (d) (d) i (d) (d) (d) (d) (d) (d)
NEARBY 6 0 j1H,_F 21 20:22:52.0 6340 _079o -14 21o. 425 6 3 -188 9
NEARBY 7 O JU_E 21 20:23:12.0 5332 20774 -13 213 414 2 0 -185 , 6
NEAF:BY P 9 ,.IUHE 21 20:23:26.0 6215 20._8Q -14 226 43g 4 6 -183 4
STRIKE ?0 0 JUNE ?c 20:47:21.0 P613 2_257 -28 2B2 450 4 -3 -204 -8
STRIKE 21 O JUN[ 2_ 2C:47:30.0 S639 2P345 -BO 233 452 0 5 -204 -I0
_o STRI_<= 22 0?3 JIiNF 2q 20:4P'30,0 9513 28255 -2-B 237 450 3 -6 -206 -23
STRIKE 23 023 J',N£?c 20:53:51,3 8666 28433 -31 243 472 4 23 -205 -36
STRIKE 24 023 JUNE 2q 20:54:2q,7 9572 28124 -28 251 487 5 14 -205 -36
STPIK _. 25 O?_ JUNE 2q 20:54:35.0 ,q572 28450 -26 227 441 5 11 -20g -26
ST_IK_ ?6 023 JU_!E 2_ 2¢:_g:_g._ eS_l 28514 -31 252 499 3 -12 -lq_ 7
STRIKE 27 022 JL!HE2q 21:6:45.2 9616 2P26g -30 244 474 I -3 -ig9 8
NEARBY _ 024 JULY 04 20:!8:26,0 10701 351(37 I -4q t 273 530 2 -I -140 -315
NEARBY !0 094 JI_LY0". 20:22:41.0 10773 35346 -43 _.75 534 I -q -144 -312
STPIK[ ?_ 02_ JULY 94 20:22'55,0 10504 34791 -39 265 515 3 i -144 -312
NEAR_Y I! ,324 JVLY 04 20:24:2,0 10650 34942 -39 270 524 5 -g -150 -293
STRIK,e ?o 024 JULY 04 20:2g:I_.0 10607 34800 ' -40 286 555 2 3 -146 -308
i
.€TOTKE _n. n24._ JULY 04 20:34 :33.0 10724 3_IP2 i -_8_ ; 268 .,=20 5 1 -146 -304
i ; ...........................................
FABLE II.- Continued.
I i _ DISTANCE FROM
IFLIGHT I" TI_E PRESSUR_ ALTITUD_ AMBIENT T_UE AIRSPEED iPITCH ANGLE BANK ANGLE NASA W_F,K_
EVENT I _2- I !)ATE _F_T _ FT TEMPERATUHE,C M/qEC KNOTS DEG(a) DEG(b) NORTH EAST
STRIKE 31' 024 JULY 04 £0:3b:20,0 IObo4 34725 -40 2R4 bb_ 3 6 -15E -291
STRIKE 32, 0_4 JULY 04 _0:4_:_3,0 lu4_l _3_ -_2 290 563 6 -2 -158 -306
i
STRIKE 33 024 JULY 04 ZO:4Z:29,0 I05_5 34_5_ -_0 283 bbo 5 -6 -152 -307
STRIKE 34 I 024 JULY Og _0:4E:3b,O I067b 350_3 -40 284 bb2 I -3 -157 -309
STRIKE 351 024 JULY 04 20:bb:%b,O lOb2b 340bB -63 283 bbO 4 -5 -160 -299
I
STRIKE 361 024 JULY 04 2O:Sb:2u,U I0412 34367 -_2 282 b48 0 -2 -156 -307
]
STRIKE 37 i 024 JULY 04 _O:bb:31.7 I054_ 3_b_8 -42 2Q3 bbO 3 11 -156 -307
iSTRIKE 38 024 JULY 04 EOlSb:3b.O: lOb_d 3411g -#I _80 544 R -5 -155 -308
NEARBY 121 024 JULY 04 EO:bb:Sb.O 103_6 339_5 -_3 2B6 555 $ 2 -153 =313
13NEARBY 024 JULY 04 _I: E: b,O 10708 3b132 -3_ 271 526 2 -3 -160 -306
STRIKE 3g 024 JULY 04 _1: 2:11.0 i0671 350U9 -40 271 526 1 I -161 -306
STRIKE 40 02_ JULY 04 dl: d:41°O I0526 [ 34535 -40 268 b20 3 -12 -169 -298
STRIKE 41 024 JULY 04 _1: 3:3.01 10593 ! 34753 -4_ 270 524 3 -3 -172 -29%
I
STRIKE 42 026 JULY 10 211 B.:SO 7_01 { 25595 -_6 233 462 0 0 -53 -11_!i
STRIKE 43! 02b JULY 10 21:13:1_,0i 7bOO 24935 -20 _30 _47 _ I -89 -131i
STRIKE 44 026 JULY 10 21:21:2_,0! 7645 250_3 -_6 233 %52 I -23 -40 -113
STRIKE 45 027 JULY 11 1B: B:41.O 7570 25103 -2b 233 462 3 -1 -52 -161
STRIKE 46 U27 JULY II 19:Iu:2Z.O 139( 242o8 -17 226 _39 6 1 -91 -91
NEARBY I€ 027 JULY II 19:1_: .0 74_b 2_30_ -15 231 €€q 3 -5 -92 -90
STRIKE 47 02B JULY ll 2E:b3:3_.O 7695 252_7 -27 237 _bO 0 -4 -36 -257
STRIKE 48 028 JULY ii 23: 0:10.0i 7bOo 24_55 -30 2_3 _72 3 -49 -25 3233
TABLE II.- Continued.
FLIGHT TIME PRESSURE ALTITUDE A_BIENT ITRUE AIR EED PITCH ANGLE BANK ANGLE NASA WFF, KM_
EVENT 82- DATE GMT _a FT TEMPERATURL,C DEG(a) DEG(b) NORTH EAST
I .................. i -18 -234-STRIKE,9 028ou V; b:,5.o,57 ......!237 ' • -I
I
STRIKE 50 028 JULY 11 23: 5:45. O "_bl9 2519_ -2 b _32 _b 0 4 -I --If8 -23_
STRIKE 51 028 JULY II 23:17:25,0 7573 25113 -30 _45 _16 I -14 -31 -238
STRIKE 52 028 JULY 11 23:Zb:3_.0 7_35 25ubO -_8 228 _43 3 4 -54 -267
!
STRIKE 53 028 JULY 11 23:25:3m,U Tbb7 25155 -_9 231 449 5 3 -39 -2_2
i
STRIKE 5€! 028 JULY II 23:3_: (.0! lsbl 25155 -29 231 4_g 5 3 -39 -242
NEARBY Ib 02B JULY II Z3:3_:3b,u! 76_ _5_3 -28 226 _g 4 5 -38 -238
STRIKE 551 028 JULY IT Z3:47:4J,O 7_5Z 257_4 -2_ 222 431 -I -9 -45 -246
NEARBY 16 029 JULY 16 20:10: ,0 7661 25135 -21 229 _45 7 1 .TS -3
STRIKE 56 029 JULY 16 20:iU:21,0 70_9 25094 -19 234 454 2 -5 81 -4
STRIKE 57 030 JULY 17 19:36:55,0 7770 25_€ -26 246 _7B I 2 -147 -65
STRIKE 58 030 JULY 17 19:bB:Sb,O 9309 30541 -34 252 4_9 2 2 -138 -72
STRIKE 59 030 JULY 17 20: b:lO.O 93_b 30594 -3_ 2_ bOl 5 I -135 -70
t
STRIKE 60 032 JULY 28 18:_3:_9.0 8_2_ 2_3 -30 251 487 3 -2 135 -86
STRIKE bI 033 JULY 2B 22:25:4_.0 _7_ 28oJ_ -32 255 _95 3 2 -53 -115
STRIKE 52 034 JULY 30 19:30:_.0 7529 2502@ -29 231 _9 4 2 107 -40'
STRIKE 53 034 JULY 30 19:30:3_.0 7_ 25019 -31 239 45_ _ 5 106 "-41
STRIKE 64 034 JULY 30 19:30:3a.0 lb_ 25079 -31 239 _ba 4 5 106 -41
STRIKE 65 034 JULY 30 19:#9: J.O I 5701 22184 -2a 220 _27 6 II 107 -19
STRIKE 66 034 JULY 30 19:55:30,0 o7_4 221_7 -19 217 _21 € -15 106 -27
STRIKE 67 03_ JULY 30 20:Ii:20.0 509_ 19995 -II 207 40_ 5 36 108 0
TABLE II.- Continued.
FLIGHTI TIME PRESSURE ALTITUDE AMBIENT TRUE AIRSPEED BANK ANGLE NASA WFFtKM(C)
EVENT _2- i DATE GHT M FT TEMPERATURE,C --M/SFCI KNOTS DEG(a) OEG(b) NORTH EAST
ip
STRIKE 68 035 (JULY 31 IW:49:1u.0 5511 IROt_l -b 210 408 5
i
NEARBy 17 035 !JULy 31 20:z:lg.0 7010 230_4 -15 223 /+33 3 -I0
!
NEARBY 18 037 IAUG Ob 19:50: b,U 8811 28909 -34 254 493 3 -I 16 -110
NEARBY 19 037 IAUG 06 19:50:_,0 t_61b 2_22 -35 25B bOl 6 O 16 -II0
STRIKE 69 037 AUG Or> 20: 5:II.U 11030 361_8 -48 26P 509 5 -I 13 -59
STRIKE TO 037 AUG 06 20:5:24.0 II017 36342 -49 261 _07 4 -3 12 -62
NEARBY 20 037 AUG 06 20:30:2_,0 _59_ 28188 -35 257 490 7 -I " 3 -60
STRIKE II 038 AUG 08 20:12:21.0 9433 30'948 -40 255 495 3 3 -1'63 -33
STRIKE 72 038 AUG 0_ _0 :la!:21.0 9433 30948 -40 _55 495 3 3 -1631 -33
STRIKE 73 038 AUG 08 20:12:28,0 9,+21 30_08 -39 _54 493 7 0 -163 ; -34
.n "
STRIKE 14 038 AUG 08 20:12:31,U 9a,lb 31090 -39 253 a,gI 6 3 -162 -36
STRIKE 75 038 AUG OB 20:13:44,0 9490 3113_ -36 _46 47_ 6 0 -155 -51
STRIKE ?0 03.8 AUG B8 20: 13:5_,U 95_I 31237 -3F_ ;_47 W_O 3 2 -154 -54
STRIKE 77 038 AUG 08 20:IB: b,O 9669 31723 -4U 244 47: 7 0 -l(k8 -61
STRIKE 78 038 AUG 08 20:3(: _,0 9741 31959 -37 243 _T2 2 0 -163 -137
NEARBY 21 038 AUG OB 20:43:21,0 0564 21537 -21 211 @I0 3 -48 -172 -130
STRIKE 79 039 AUG 09 19:48:39,0 6z+78 2 I;_54 -13 211 i+Io 5 0 -41 -86
STRIKE 80 039 AUG 09 20: b:5O,U 8245 27053 -28 243 412 4 -5 -22 -S8
STRIKE 81 040 AUG 09 22:2_:40,0 9359 30105 -3"/ 243 _+72 4 0 -84 -15P
NEARBy 22 040 AUG 09 22:33:39,0 g330 30_11 -33 231 449 1 _ -45 -103
I
NEARBY 23 040 AUG 09 22:34:44.0 9267 30402 -33 241 460 7 2 -31 -93
IFLI GHT TnUE AIRSF_EEO PITCH ANGLE_ NASA WFF,KM(C)]ANGLE|BANKTIME PRESSURI- ALT ITUDF-. AMBIENT
-M/._EC KNOT_ PEG(a) DEG(b) I. NORTH EAST IEVENT 82- I DATE GMT M ET TEMPERATURE,C .. I
................. I I | •
STRIKE 82 040 AUG 09 ZP:3414o,,U 9,_87 ]O=*bR -34 24_ 4(0 6 -8 ] " _ _93
STRIKE 83 040 AUG 09 22:34155.0 9361 30713 -33 238 4.62 6 5 -29 -92
STRIKE 84 04.0 AUG Og 22141:53.0 94.35 30955 -34. 248 4.82 3 1 -40 -96
STRIKE B5 040 AUG U9 _2:43: 4;". 0 9479 31099 -39 24_ 4.70 0 -5 I -59 -113
!
STRIKE 86 040 AUG 09 ;_ :_'b:20.0 9_60 :*I038 -39 251 4.87 6 1 I ;-78 -127.
STRIKE 87 040 AUG 09 2215Z15._,0 9430 30939 -44 266 b17 3 --Ib -45 -I00
STRIKE 68 040 AUG 09 _3:3:1_,0 94.40 30911 -39 254 493 3 7 -48 -99
STRIKE 89 040 AUG 09 23:3:5,',0 94.57 3102S -39 252 4.89 6 3 ;-57 -I02
STRIKE 90 04.0 AUG 09 23:8:4_,0 9_5 31120 -35 236 458 3 -33 "-93 -153
STRIKE gl 041 AUG II Ib:17:31,0 7651 25133 -26 24? 4.70 4 3 -36 -129
STRIKE 92 041 AUG II I6:;"3:30. U 8,_90 29101 -30 231 4.49 5 9 -_2 -127
STRIKE 93 041 AUG 11 Ib: 23: 54..{_ 9093 29633 -33 240 4.56 -1 2 _-43 -131
STRIKE 94 041 AUG II Ib:29:55,0 8777 28794 -35 237 4.60 6 -5 -38 -134
NEARBY 24. 041 AUG ii 16:31:I_,0 8879 29132 -37 .244 4.74 7 -I ;-35 -ll3
STRIKE 95 041 AUG ii 16:31:4,',0 8775 2.8189 -4.1 261 507 4 -5 _33 -lOb
STRIKE q6 061 AUG II 16"32" .0 d_b9 29064 -4.1 260 505 2 II -'32 -lO'l
STRIKE 97 041 AuG Ii Ib:37:15.0 _799 2_869 -35 243 ¢72 • -I _39 -99
STRIKE 98 04.1 AUG II 16:38:39.0 9003 29538 -30 240 456 -1 -ll -39 -I18
STRIKE 99 04.1 AUG II Ib:3_:_b,O 8960 294.17 -33 248 4.82 -1 -5 -39 -120
'NEARBY 25 041 [AUG ll Ib:39:15,0 dgd7 29_85 -36 __5P. 4.89 € -33 -40 -127
I
STRIKE lO0 041 |AUG 11 15:_3: IU,O 8d40 29003 -33 212 4.12 -1 -55 -50 -129
L
TABLE II.- Continued.
( ] { {DISTANCE FROM !
'FLIGHTi 1t .... - -- :----(
TIME )PRESSUR_ ALTITUDE A_BIENT TRUE AIRSPEED PITCH ANeLE BANK ANGLE i NASA wFFgKM(C) I
( NORTH EAS
EVENT ! 82- DATE 8MT 1 M FT TEMPERATURE,C M/SEC KNOTS DEG(a) DES(b)
STRIKE 1011 041 AUG 11 Ibt4_t2J,O _e3 29079 -Z9 224 435 3 ( -7 -39 416 _
STRIKE 102 041 AUG II Ib:4b: _.0 8724 28_I -29 21B #IT 0 -9 -35 -I06
STRIKE 103 041 AUG II 16:_b:lO.O _7_b _694 -29 21_ _19 I -4 _3_ -IO'5
STRIKE 104 041 AUG II 16:_b:59.0 87_3 28_83 -31 228 4_3 6 12 -34 -91
STRIKE 105 041 AUG 11 I6151:34.U 8_IB 2hgb3 -30 23P _0 3 I _33 -81
STRIKE 106 AUG Ii 16:bI:3_,0 _254 27079 -32 234 454 2 2 -33 -82
STRIKE lOT AUG II 16:bl:_l.O 8283 27175 -33 238 @b_ -2 2 -33 -84
STRIKE I08 AUG II 16:51:53.0 82_I 27037 -34 243 4T2 -2 -3 -34 -85
STRIKE i09 AUG Ii I6:53:3_.0 Blb2 2_7_ -31 240 _b6 2 -6 _39 -II0
STRIKE 110 AUG II 16:b3:3_.U Blb2 26744 -31 240 466 2 -8 -39 -II0
STRI_E iii AUG II 16:54:3.0 8220 26_b9 -35 246 478 0 26 -40 -I16
STRIKE I12 AUG II 17:0123.0 8193 2b_79 -37 247 _BO 3 -12 _35 -I02
STRIKE 113 AUG II 22: I:4B.O _830 28971 -37 @3Q _4 2 -2 -19_ -187
STRIKE i14 AUG 11 22:1:5b.0 88_7 29068 -38 246 _8 2 -I -193 -185
STRIKE 115 AUG 11 22: _: ,0 888# 291#7 -40 254 _93 4 _ -192 -18_
STRIKE Ii6 _UG II 22: 8:3_.U 82_ _70bO -32 241 _8 2 1 -i86 -157
STRIKE I17 _UG II 22:8:w3,0 8249 270_3 -31 2_2 _70 1 5 -186 -IS?
STRIKE lib AUG Ii 22:12:1_.0 _192 2_77 -3b 242 470 3 _ -209 -195
NEARBY 26 AUG II 2_:IJ:10.0 _2_ 27195 -3_ 240 _6 2 -9 -221 -202
TRIKE 119 042 _UG II 22:1_: 1.0 _aO3 26913 -3_ 247 _bO 5 -2 -_19 -197
TRIKE 120 042 AUG Ii 22:1_:3_.5 8_b _6989 -34 24R 482 3 8 -210 -191
TABLE II.- Continued.
I ...........I............... TDISTANCE FROM
FLIGHT TIME P_ESSURt ALTITUDE AMBIENT _TRUE AIRSPEED PITCH ANGLE IBANK ANOLEI NASA WFFgKM(c)
EVENT .2- OATE bMT _ FT TE_EHATUh_,C )_/SEC KNOTS DEB(a) I DEB(b) FNO-R-TH--"E-'A'S"T
I |
STRIKE; 121 -'-04-----n_--- AUG"--ll _-2:-_0:4_.0 blV0 26_73 -33 238 462 5 T ...... -5 1-- ElB-5
STRIKE 122 043 AUG 17 20:0:54.0 9076 29778 -42 250 48_ I -5 --86 -IN9
STRIKE 123 043 AUG 17 E0:22:42,0 8505 27904 -29 240 4b6 3 4 -13 -116
STRIKE 124 043 AUG 17 ZO:_5:I_,O 8bbO 2R380 -29 2@P 4DO 2 2 _lO -82
STRIKE 125 043 AOG 17 20:25:25.0 8535 28332 -31 23B 452 3 II _71 -81
STRIKE 126 044 AOG 25 20:30:13,0 10_94 344_9 -43 256 _97 4 0 -124 25
STRIKE 127 044 AUG 25 _0:31:21.9 I04_ 34277 -45 _67 bog _ S -108 36
STRIKE 128 044 AUG 25 201JI:40,0 lO_ib 34170 -42 2_3 491 0 -3 -I04 40
STRIKE 129 044 AUG 25 20:37:37o2 10284 331_0 -w_ 255 495 6 2 -98 55
STRIKE 130 044 AUG _b 20:J_:lO.U I033_ 33_07 r42 2SQ _.01 5 4 -I03 49
STRIKE 131 044 AUG _5 20:38:30°0 I0405 34142 -45 2'$6 4_T b 0 -I07 45
STRIKE 132 044 AUG 22 _0:39:_.0 10413 3wI_4 -48 267 310 5 -I -I14 39
STRIKE 133 04_ AUG 2% a0:39:3_.b lO_3Y 3_3 -_9 273 530 8 -S -118 35
STRIKE 134 044 AUG 22 ZU:_O:II,O 10393 34u97 -39 27R 540 -2 b -120 42
.,..
STRIKE 135 0_# AUG 25 20:4o:22.0 10329 338_ -41 283 550 3 -4 -l.lT 45
STRIKE 136 044 AOG 25 _0:47:_0,0 10434 34232 -48 273 b30 3 -7 -105 5o
STRIKE 137 044 AUG 25 20:_7:30,0 10454 3429B -46 26_ 513 3 -2 -I03 57
STRIKE 138 0_4 AUG 25 _0:55:32.0 i0452 342_2 -43 253 _91 5 -5 --II0 57
STRIKE 139 044 AUG 2_ 20:55:51.U 10419 341_3 -44 252 _8'9 5 3 -I13 S_
STRIKE 140 044 AUG 23 21:_:45,0 I1953 36Zb_ --39 267 5_9 5 -_ -126 _8:
STRIKE 141 044 AUG 25 21: 3: b,O IOg3b 35885 -37 _$9 503 5 38 --122 32
............................................................ i
TABLE II.- Concluded.
' DATE 1 DI'S'TANCEFROM
FLIGHT TIME PRESSURE ALTITUDE #aMBIENT TRUE AIRSPEED PITCH ANGLE BANK ANGLE NASA WFF,I_'(c)
EVENT 82- GMT M FT TEMPERATURE,C M/SEC KNOTS DEG(a) DEG(b) NORTH " EAST---
I
STRIKE 142 044 IAUG 2b _l:Ib: _,0 I07_9 35J_7 -49 1256 4_7 7 -5 -119 bO
I
STRIKE 143 044 IAUG 25 ZI:Ib:3b.O 11113 36_i -46 _ 257 499 -1 -4 -124 54
AUG i "STRIKE 144 044 2b 21:Ib:3_°0 llObl 36277 -41 276 536 2 3 -132 €0
I
STRIKE 145 044 IAUG 25 21:Ib:42.0 II_2u 36H12 -4b 263 bli -I 6 -133 39
STRIKE 146 044 aUG 25 21:20:33.0 _963 3_7 -42 267 blg I I -131 40
STRIKE 147 044 AUG 25 21:20:_2.0 10017 32_b5 -39 272 b28 1 22 -130 42
STRIKE 148 044 AUG 25 _1:2o:3_.b 9bgV 31_0 -41 259 503 4 -3 -130 €7
STRIKE 149 0_7 5tPT 20 15:53: b,b bTjO 220_0 -20 22q 445 2 -I0 -156 43
STRIKE 150 047 5LPT 20 Ib: 5:13,0 4645 15240 -4 Ig4 377 3 3 -132 88
STRIKE 151 048 SLPT 20 LI: 2:_.0 9a_o 301_5 -37 247 480 2 4 -238 -125
STRIKE 152 048 5LpT _0 _I: 2:59.4 9352 3UOH2 -35 250 4b5 4 5 -237 -121
STRIKE 153 048 5_PT 20 21:_:_°1 9J14 30_b8 -41 245 416 3 -7 -221 -109
STRIKE 154 04_ StPT 20 21:12:50°0 937_ 30110 -3b 231 449 1 37 -175 -19
STRIKE Ib5 048 5EPT 20 21:21: _,o 92o1 3D_03 -36 254 493 # 14 -232 -105
STRIKE 156 ] O_Q ,btPT 20 21:_I: b°o 92b( 30_04 -j5 250 4_5 6 ll _I0_I [ _, ! ...........................
Notes: (a) Positivefor noseup.
(b) Positivefor rightwing down.
(c) Positivefor Northand East.
(d) Data not available.
TABLE I. - CAMERA AND FILM CHARACTERISTICS
Camera type, forward and aft .......... Milliken DBM-54 t
Frame rate, each camera, frames/sec ............ 14
Shutter speed, forward camera, millisec ......... 14 t
Shutter speed, aft camera, millisec ............ 39
Shutter opening, forward camera, degrees .......... 72
Shutter opening, aft camera, degrees ............ 200
f-stop, forward camera ................... 22 (a)
f-stop, aft camera ................... 57
Focal length, forward camera, mm .............. 15
Focal length, aft camera, mm .............. 5.1
Film speed, ASA ...................... 64
Film length, m ....................... 122
Film type ........ • .......... Ektachrome 7256
Note (a): f-16 during Flight 82-010
2O
TABLE III - iq82 LIGHTNING DATA CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE
Figure nos. for- No. of camera Run no. from ref. 1 for-
Flight . Camera frames Boeing
Even] 82- Date Attach. pfs. Scenario Fwd. Aft. Fwd. Aft. Df BL i t I
i 010 May 23 i0 ii - 12 0 2 (iv) i ....
2 I0 13 14 15 16 I 3 2 - 2 - -
3 \_ \/ i0, 17 18 - 19 0 2 3 ....
4 013 Mav 28 20. 21 22 - 23 0 i0 (iv) i - - - -
5 - - - 0 O - - - 2 -
6 - - ..- - 0 0 3 - - 3 -
7 - - - - 0 0 - - - 4 -
8 \I \! -
- - - 0 0 - - - 5 -
9 017 June 5 20, 24 25 _- 26 0 9 .....
i0 20, 27 28 29 30 i 3 .....
ii 20, 31 32 - 33 0 3 - - - 2 -
12 20, 34 35 - 36 0 2 .....
13 201 37 38 39 4Q. i 7 - - - 3 -
14 20, 41 42 43 44 i 8 .....
15 20, 45 46 - 47 0 3 -- - - - -
16 20, 48 49 - 50 0 lO - - - - -
17 \/ \I 20 - - - O 0 2 - - 4 -
18 020 June 17 51, 52 53 ...- 54 , 0 2 i ....
19 51, 55 56 - - 0 0 2 - - - -
1 - - - - 0 0 3 ....
2 - - - - 0 _ (i) ....
3 - - - - 0 0 (i) ....
4 - - - - 0 0=. (i) ....
5 -- - - _ o o (i) ....
6 _/ _/ - - - - 0 0 (i) ....
TABLE III - 1982 LIGHTNING DATA CROSS.REFERENCE TABLE
Figure nos. for- No. of camera Run no. from ref. i for-
Flight Camera frames Boerng
Event 82- Dote Attach. pfs. Scenario Fwd. Aft. Fwd. Aft. Df BL [ t !
7 021 June 21 .... 0 0 (i) ....I !
8 w * .... o o (i)....
20 023 June 29 - - 57 58 I 2 i ....
21 - - 59 60 i 2 - - 2 - -
22 - - - 61 0 I 3 ....
23
- - - 62 0 2 .....
24
- - 63 64 i i ......
25 - - - 65 0 2 .....
26 - - (v) 66 i0 (v) 5 .... " -
27 \/ \7 - - (v) 67 i0 (v) i0 .....
9 024 July 4 - - (ii) - (ii) 0 i ....
i0
- - - Q 2 ....
28 - - (v) 2(v) 3 ....
ii - - - 0 4 ....
29
i - - - o 5 ....
30 - - (v) 3(v) 6 ....
31 - - 68 1 7 - - 7 -
32 - - - 0 8 ....
33 - - - 0 9 ....
34 - - - 0 i0 ....
35
- _ 69 4 II ....
36 -,, - ,, - 70 I 12 ....
37 - ,,, - .,. 71 i .....
38 - - 72 | i 13 ....
12 \/ \/ - - _/ .r _/ 0 14 ....
TABLE III - 1982 LIGHTNING DATA CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE
Figure has. for- No.. of camera Run no. from ref. i for-
F lighf Camera f romes Boerng
Even| 82- Dale Affoch. pfs. Scenario Fwd. Affi Fwd. Aft. l)f. BL [ t I
13 024 July 4 - - (ii_ - (ii) 0 . 15 ....
39 - _ _ 0- 16 - - - -
40
- - 0 17 - - - -
41 \! • _/ _ - -_! - \! 0 18 - - - -
42 026 July i0 73 - - - 0 0 1 - - - -
43 73 - - - 0 0 2 - - - 2
44 \! _1 73 - - - 0 0 3 ....
45 027 July ii 73 - - 74 0 4 1 ....
46 73 - - - 0 0 2 - - - -
14 \Y .... 0 0 3 ....
47 028 73, 75 76 (iii) 77 (iii) 3 I _ - - -
48 73_ 78 79 80 i0 (iv) 2 ....
49 73 _ 81 82 83 7 3 - - - -
$0 73 _ - 0 .....
51 73 - - 0 4 - - - -
52 73 - - 0 5 - - - -
53 73 - -
-- 0 ....
\154 73 -
- 0 6 - - - 6
15 .... 0 7 _ - _ -
$5 \/ \/ 73 - (iii) - 0 8 - - - -
16 029 Jul_ 16 - - - 0 i - - - -56 _ -- - - - 0 2 ....
57 030 Julv 17 - - - 0 i - - - -
58 - - - 0 2 - - _ -
59 _ _ - - _/ 84 _ 4 3 - - - -
TABLE III - 1982 LIGHTNING DATA CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE
Figure haS. for- No. of camera Run no. from ref. I for-
Flight Camera fromes • Boeing
Event 82- Dote A_foch. pfs. Scenario Fwd. Aft. •Fwd. Aft. " Df BL I I .I
60 032 July 28 .... 0 0 i ....
61 033 _ - - (iii) (ii) (iii) (ii) 2 2 - - -
62 034 Jul_ 30 85, 86 87 88 5 l ....
63 85_ 89 90 91 3 2 ....
64 85 - - 0 .....
65 85, 92 93 94 lO 3 .....
66 | 85 - - 0 4 ....
67 \I \_ 85 - - 0 5 ....
68 03_ Julv 31 8_ - (ii) (ii) i ....
17 \_ _ - - _ (ii) 2 ....
18 037 August 6 - - - 0 i ....
19 - - - 0 - i - - -
69 95 - _ 0 2 2 _ _ _
70 95, 96 97 98 3 3 3 - - -
20 \/ \/ - - - 0 4 4 - - -
71 038 August 8 95, 99 1OO i01 13 _i) 1 - - -
72 95 -
-- 0 -- -- -- -- --
73 95 - - 0 2 2 - - -
74 95, 102 103 104 9 - 3 - - -
75 95, 105 106 107 5 4 4 - - -
76 95 - 108 2 5 5 - - -
77 95, 109 ii0 Iii 5 6 ....
78 ,, 95 - - 0 7 7 - - -
21 \! _1 _ _ - 0 8 8 - - -
79 039 August 9 112. 113 114 _V 115 N/ 3 i 1 - - (iii)
TABLE III - 1982 LIGHTNING DATA CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE
Figure has. for- No. of camera Run no. from ref. i for-
Flighf Camera frames Boeing
Evenf 82- Date Aftoch. pts. Scenario Fwd. Aft. Fwd. Aft. Df BL i I I
80 039 August 9 112. 116 117 (iii) 118 (iii) 4 2 2 - - (_i_i_____
81 040 August 9 112, 119 120 '1 121 5 1 1 - - -
22 - - [ - 0 - 2 - - -
23 - - - 0 - 3 - - -
82 112, 122 123 124 5 3 ....
83 112 - 125 1 4 4 - - -
84 112 - - 0 - 5 - - -
85 112 - - 0 6 _ - - -
86 112 - - , 0 7 7 - - -
87 112 - - 0 8 - - -
88 112 - - 0 .....
89 112 - - 0 - - - - -
90 \/ \/ 112 - - -., 0 - - - - -
91 041 August ii - . -_ (_i] (ii) - i - - -
92 - - I 2 2 - - -
93 - - 3 ....
94 - - 4 4 - - -
24 - - - 5 - - -
95 I' - - 6 6 - - 6
96 - - - -
97 - ., - 7 7 - - -
95 - - 8 8 - - 7
99 - - _.....9 i, - - -
25 | - - i0 i0 - - -
i00 _ _ - - _ _/ _1- _ ii Ii - - -
TABLE III - 1982 LIGHTNING DATA CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE
Figure haS. for- . No. of camera Run no. from rat. i for-
Flight Camera., _ frames Boerng
E,enf B2- Date Attach. pfs. Scenario Fwd. :Aft, :_!_Wd. _ft:, Df BL i I I
i01 041 August ii - - (iii] (ii] (iii] (ii] 12 12 - - -
102 { - - 13 13 - - -
103 - - .... 14 14 - - -
104 - - 15 15 - - -I
105 - - - ....
106 - - 16 16 - - -
107 - - 17 17 - - -
108 .......
109 - - 18 18 - - 18
ii0 - - _ ....
Iii - - 19 19 - - -
112 \/ _/ - - "' _ _/ 20 120 - - 20
113 042 August i!.,. - - - 0 i i,. - .,- -
114 - - -. 0 2 2 - - -
115 - - - 0 .....
116 - - .. (yi) 4 (vi) 3 3 - - -
117 - - (vi) 2 (vi) 4 4 - - -
118 - _ ,,,. (vi) 4 (vi) 5 5 - - 5
26 .... - - ., ,, - 0 6 6 - - -
119 - - .,., (vi) 5 (vii 7 7 - - -
120 - - - 0 8 8I I • -- -- --
121 _! \Y - , - - 0 9 9. - - -
122 043 _Au_ust17 - ,,,- (vi) 3 (vi) - .- i i (iii]
123 - - - 0 _....- - - -
124 _ _ - - (vi) _ 3 (vi] ....
TABLE III - 1982 LIGHTNING DATA CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE
Fl_ure nos. for- No. of camera Rim no. from ref. i for-
Flight Camera f rames BoeIng
Event 82- Dote Attoch. pts. Scenario Fwd. Aft, Fwd. Aft. Df BL i I I
125 043 August 17 - - (iii) (vi) (iii) i (vi) - - 2 2 (iii)
126 044 August 25 126, 127 128 129 5 .....
127 126 - 130 3 .....
128 126, 131 132 133 2 .....
129 126 - - 0 - - i i -
130 126, 134 135 136 4 .....
131 126, 137 138 139 2 .....
132 126 - 140 2 - - 2 2 2
133 ,, 126 - - 0 .....
134 126 - 141 i .....
135 -126, 142 143 144 2 .....
136 126, 145 146 147 4 .....
137 126, 148 149 150 4 - - 3 3 -
138 126 - 151 3 .....
139 126, 152 153 154 5 .....
140 126 - 155 i .....
141 126 - - 0 - - 4 4 4
142 126 - - 0 .....
143 126 - 156 2 .....
. , , ,, ..
144 126 - - 0 .....
145 126 - 157 I .....
146 126 - 158 5 .....
147 126 - - 0 .....
148 _/ _ 126 - 159 3(vii) .....
149 047 Sept. 20 - - _/ - _/ 0 - - 1 i -
Table III. - Concluded. TABLE III - 1982 LIGHTNING DATA CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE
Figure has. for- No. of camera Run no. from ref. 1 for-
Flighf Camera " f rames BoeFng
Evenf B2- Dote Attach. pfs. Scenario Fwd. Aft. Fwd;' • Aft. .D.f BL i t I
Strike 150 047 Sept. 20 - - (iii) - (iii) 0 - ....
151 048 160 - (ii)_ (ii) ......
152 160 - 161 3 .....
153 160_ 162 163 164 8 .....
154 160 - - 0 .....
155 160, 165 166 167 3 ......
156 _/ _/ 160, 168 169 _L/' 170 _/ 2 .....
Key for Table III
(i) Waveform not usable.
(ii) Inoperative.
(iii) Not installed.
(iv) One frame with no distinct structure is omitted.
(v) All frames omitted. No distinct structure.
(vi) All frames omitted. Lens iced over.
(vii) Two frames omitted. Lens iced over.
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" TABLE IV - RELATIVE PRECIPITATION AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES
DURING LIGHTNING EVENTS IN 1982
Relative Relative
Event Flight precipitation turbulence
82- intensity intensity
STRIKE i 010 Negligible Negligible
STRIKE 2 I
STRIKE 3
STRIKE.4 013 Light r
STRIKE 5 Negligible
•STRIKE 6 Light
STRIKE 7 \! Negligible
STRIKE 8 \/ Heavy
STRIKE 9 017 Negligible
STRIKE i0
STRIKE ii
STRIKE 12
STRIKE 13
STRIKE 14
STRIKE 15 \/
STRIKE 16 Light
STRIKE 17 \/ Negligible
STRIKE •18 020
STRIKE 19
NEARBY 1 \€
NEARBY 2 021
NEARBY 3
NEARBY 4
NEARBY 5
NEARBY 6
NEARBY 7
NEARBY 8 _ \/ A
i
STRIKE 20 023 Moderate
STRIKE 21 Light N_]_hl_
_
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TABLE IV - RELATIVE PRECIPITATION AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES
DURING LIGHTNING EVENTS IN 1982
Relative Relative
Event Flight precipitation turbulence
82- intensity intensity
4 STRIKE 22 023 Negligible Heavy
STRIKE 23 I Negligible
STRIKE 24 Heavy
STRIKE 25 Negligible
I
STRIKE 26 \! _,
STRIKE 27 \7 Light Light
NEARBY 9 024 \/ Negligible
NEARBY i0 Moderate II
STRIKE 28 \7
NEARBY ii Negligible
STRIKE 29 Heavy
STRIKE 30
\i
STRIKE 31 Necl_€_h]e \!
STRIKE 32 Light Light
STRIKE 33 Negligible
STRIKE 34 \/
STRIKE 35 Negligible
STRIKE 36 Heavy
STRIKE 37
STRIKE 38 \!
NEARBY 12 Negligible
NEARBY 13
STRIKE 39
STRIKE40
STRIKE41 \1 _ \/
STRIKE 42 026 Heavy Moderate
STRIKE43 Negligible Negligible
STRIKE 44 \/ Negligible Ne_l_ble
STRIKE 45 027 Light
o
3 1
TABLE IV - RELATIVE PRECIPITATION ,_ND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES
DURING LIGHTNING EVENTS IN 1982
Relative Relative
Event Flight precipitation turbulence
82- intensity intensity
STRIKE 46 027 Heavy Heavy
NEARBY 14 \/ Moderate
STRIKE 47 028 \_ Negligible
STRIKE 48 Negligible "
STRIKE 49
STRIKE 50
STRIKE 51 \/
STRIKE 52 Moderate
STRIKE 53
STRIKE 54 \/
NEARBY 15 Light _/
STRIKE 55 _! Negligible HeavY
NEARBY 16 029 Moderate
STRIKE 56 _ Negligible\/
STRIKE 57 030 Light Moderate
STRIKE 58 Light
STRIKE59 \_ \! Moderate
STRIKE 60 032 Heavy Heavy
_, STRIKE 61 033 Negligible !
STRIKE 62 034 Negligible
STRIKE 63
STRIKE 64
STRIKE 65
STRIKE 66
STRIKE 67 \/
STRIKE 68 035 _ \/
NEARBY 17 _/ Negligible Moderate
NEARBY 18 037 Light
NEARBY 19 _ *
I
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TABLE IV RELATIVE PRECIPITATION AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES
DURING LIGHTNING EVENTS IN 1982
Relative Relative
Event Flight precipitation turbulence
82- intensity intensity
4 STRIKE 69 037 Negligible Negli$ible
STRIKE 70
NEARBY 20 \/
STRIKE.71 038
STRIKE 72
STRIKE 73
STRIKE 74 \1
STRIKE 75 Moderate
STRIKE 76
•STRIKE 77 \/ Light
STRIKE 78 Moderate Moderate
NEARBY 21 Negligible
STRIKE 79 . Negligible
STRIKE 80 \/ _/
STRIKE 81 040 Light
NEARBY 22 Negligible
' NEARBY 23
STRIKE 82
STRIKE 83
STRIKE 84
STRIKE 85
STRIKE 86
STRIKE 87
STRIKE 88
STRIKE 89
STRIKE 90 \/ _/
STRIKE 91 041 Light
STRIKE 92 Moderate I
STRIKE 93 _ Negligible _ 1
Q
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i.;. TABLE IV - RELATIVE PRECIPITATION AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES
DURING LIGHTNING EVENTS IN 1982
Relative Relative
Event Flight precipitation turbulence
82- intensity intensity
STRIKE 94 041 Negligible Heavy
NEARBY 24 Moderate
STRIKE 95 Negligible
STRIKE 96
STRIKE 97 \/
STRIKE 98 Light
STRIKE 99 _!i_ J
NEARBY 25 Negligible \/
STRIKE i00! Moderate
STRIKE i011 N_]_hIP
v
STRIKE 102
STRIKE 103
i '
.STRIKE i04 _!, \/
STRIKE 105 Moderate
STRIKE 106
STRIKE 107 \!
STRIKE 108 Negligible Heavy
STRIKE 109 Negligible
STRIKE ii0
STRIKE iii
STRIKE 112 \i
t
STRIKE 113 042 i i
STRIKE 114 i
STRIKE 115 _I _! ][STRIKE 116 Light Moderate
STRIKE 117 _ _ fi
STRIKE 118 Negligible Negligible I
I
NEARBY 26 Light
l
STRIKE 119 Light q/ [
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TABLE IV - RELATIVE PRECIPITATION AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES
DURING LIGHTNING EVENTS IN 1982
Relative Relative
Event Flight precipitation turbulence
82 -• _ intensity intensity
STRIKE 120 042 Light Heavy
STRIKE 121 \7 I Negligible
STRIKE i22 043 \I Heavy
STRIKE•f23 Negligible Negligible
STRIKE 12'4,, Moderate
STRIKE 12_•I \/ Moderate
i!'.i
STRIKE 12_ 044 _I Negligible
STRIKE _ Light
STRIKE 128_ Negligible
STRIKE 129
STRIKE 130
STRIKE13i
STRIKE 132,
STRIKE 133
STRIKE 134•
STRIKE/135
STRIKE 136 _
STRIKE 137
STRIKE 138
STRIKE 139
STRIKE 140
d
STRIKE 141
STRIKE 142
STRIKE 143
STRIKE 144
STRIKE 145
STRIKE 146
STRIKE 147
STRIKE 148 * + +
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TABLE IV - RELATIVE PRECIPITATION AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES
DURING LIGHTNING EVENTS IN 1982
Relative Relative
Event Flight precipitation turbulence
82- intensity intensity
STRIKE 149 047 Negligible Negligible|
STRIKE 150 _ Moderate
STRIKE 151 048 Negligible
sTRIKEI52
STRIKE 153
STRIKE 154
STRIKEI55
STRIKE 156 _ '_ _
!
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Figure 1.- NASALangley Research Center Storm Hazards '82 research vehicle.
Figure 2. - Milliken Model DBM-54 Camera.
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Figure 3. - Field of view of the forward camera.
Tail
.Speedl_rsko
Sensor
Left Wing
Figure 4. - Field of view of the aft camera.
3.9
Figure 5. - Forward camera and periscope
Figure 6_ - Forward camera system installed on F-IO6B.
40
Figure 7. -Aft camera under shroud on F-106B
Figure 8. - Aft camera without shroud.
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Figure 9.- Geographicallocationof the F-IO6B researchairplane
at the time of each lightningevent in 1982.
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(b) Strikes51-100.
Figure9.- Continued.
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(c) Strikes 101-156.
Figure9.- Continued.
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Figure 10.- Lightning attachment points for strikes 1-3,
Flight 82-010.
nal entry
Initial (2 frames)
Finalexit
Initial
Q Near side
_IOpposite side
f
"\
Figure 11.- Lightningattachmentpoint scenariofor strike1,
Flight 82-010.
Figure 12. - Strike I, Flight 82-010, aft camera.
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Figure 13.- Lightningattachmentpoints and scenariofor strike 2,
...... Flight 82-010.
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Figure 14.- Lightningattachmentpoint scenariofor strike 2, Flight 82-010,
..
Figure 15. - Strike 2, Flight 82-010, forward camera.
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(a) Frame I of 3. (b) Frame 2 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 16. - Strike 2, Flight 82-010, aft camera.
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Final exit
Initialexit
O Near side
l Oppositeside
_n
(2 frames)
Final entry
Initialentry
, P Compositeleft side view
Figure 17.- Lightningattachmentpoints and scenario for strike3,
Flight82-010.
nal exit
Initialexit
w_
Y
:inalentry
Top view Initialent_
Finalentry
Initialentry
Finalexit Initialexit
Front view
Figure18.-Lightningattachmentpointscenariofor strike3,Flight82-010.
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(a) Frame I of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 19. - Strike 3, Flight 82-010, aft camera.
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of points
along trailingedge
of speedbrake
nts all aroundperimeter
• of exhaustlip
• Near side • ' •
_Opposite side . ° .
(a) Compositeof left side.
Figure20.-Lightningattachmentpointsfor strikes4-17,
Flights82-013and 82-017.
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Figure 20.- Continued. nose boom
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(c) Bottom view.
Figure 20.- Concluded.
Initialentry Finalentry
(10frames)
Final exit"J
Initial exit
Q Near side
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Figure 21.- Lightningattachmentpoints and scenariofor strike 4,
Flight 82-013.
Final exit
Final
Top view
Initial entry
exit
Right side view
Figure 22.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 4,
Fl ight 82-013.
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(a) Frame 1 of 9.
(c) Frame 3 of 9.
(b) Frame 2 of 9.
(d) Frame 4 of 9.
Figure 23. - Strike 4, Flight 82-013, aft camera. Original film damaged
by tear and tape.
61
(e) Frame 5 of 9.
(g) Frame 7 of 9.
(f) Frame 6 of 9.
(h) Frame 8 of 9.
•
Figure 23. - Continued.
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(i) Frame 9 of 9.
Figure 23. - Concluded.
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Final entry
Final
exit
9 frames)
• Near side
_IFOppositeside Initialexit
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Initial
entry
Figure 24.- Lightningattachmentpoints and scenariofor strike9,
Flight 82-017.
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Figure 25.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 9,
Flight 82-017.
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(a) Frame 1 of 9.
(c) Frame 3 of 9.
(b) Frame 2 of 9.
(d) Frame 4 of 9.
t
Figure 26. - Strike 9, Flight 82-017, aft camera.
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1(e) Frame 5 of 9. (f) Frame 6 of 9.
(g) Frame 7 of 9. (h) Frame 8 of 9.
- Figure 26. - Continued.
67
(i) Frame 9 of 9.
Figure 26. - Concluded.
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Initial
entry Figure27.- Lightningattachmentpointsand scenariofor strike 10,
Flight 82-017.
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Figure 28.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 10,
F1 i ght 82-017.
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Figure 29. - Strike 10, Flight 82-017, forward camera.
(a) Frame 1 of 3. (b) Frame 2 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 30. - Strike 10, Flight 82-017, aft camera.
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Figure 31.- Lightningattachmentpointsand scenariofor strike 11,
Initial Flight82-017.
entry
Top view
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Figure 32.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 11,
Flight 82-017.
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exit
,(a) Frame 1 of 3. (b) Frame 2 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 33. - Strike 11, Flight 82-017, aft camera.
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Finalexit _ Finalentry
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i Oppositeside
I
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Initial
entry Figure34.- Lightningattachmentpoints and scenariofor strike 12,
Flight 82-017.
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entry
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entry
•
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Figure 35.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 12,
Flight 82-017 .
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(a) Frame 1 of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 36. - Strike 12, Flight 82-017, aft camera.
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Final
Final exit \\ (7 frames)
= O Near side
_m{Opposite side
Initial exit
Initial entry
Figure 37,- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 13,
Flight 82-017.
exit
Top view
Initial entry
f
Final exit
Initial exit
\
\
Right side view
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Figure 38.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 13,
Flight 82-017.
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Figure 39. - Strike 13, Flight 82-017, forward camera.
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(a) Frame 1 of 7.
(c) Frame 3 of 7.
(b) Frame 2 of 7.
(d) Frame 4 of 7.
Figure 40. - Strike 13, Flight 82-017, aft camera.
82
)(e) Frame 5 of 7. (f) Frame 6 of 7.
(g) Frame 7 of 7.
Figure 40. - Concluded.
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00
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• Near side
'-Opposite side
Figure 41.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 14,
Fight 82-017.
)..
-
Top view
Right side view
•
Figure 42.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 14,
Flight 82-017 .
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Figure 43. - Strike 14, Flight 82-017, forward camera.
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f
)(a) Frame 1 of 8.
(c) Frame 3 of 8.
(b) Frame 2 of 8.
(d) Frame 4 of 8.
Figure 44. - Strike 14, Flight 82-017, aft camera.
87
(e) Frame 5 of 8.
(g) Frame 7 of 8.
(f) Frame 6 of 8.
(h) Frame 8 of 8.
f
Figure 44. - Concluded.
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Initial entry
Final
entry
(3 frames)
Q Near side
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i,o
Initial exit
Figure 45.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 15,
F1i ght 82-017.
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Figure 46.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 15,
Flight 82-017.
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(a) Frame 1 of 3. (b) Frame 2 of 3 .
..'
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 47. - Strike 15, Flight 82-017, aft camera.
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Figure48.-Lightningattachmentpointsand scenariofor strike16,
flight82-017.
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Figure 49.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 16,
Fl i ght 82-017.
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(a) Frame 1 of 10.
(c) Frame 3 of 10.
(b) Frame 2 of 10.
(d) Frame 4 of 10.
Figure 50. - Strike 16, Flight 82-017, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 10.
(g) Frame 7 of 10.
(f) Frame 6 of 10.
(h) Frame 8 of 10.
Figure 50. - Continued.
95
(i) Frame 9 of 10.
(j) Frame 10 of 10.
Figure 50. - Concluded.
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Figure 51.- Lightning attachment points for strikes 18-19,
Flight 82-020.
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Figure 52.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 18,
Flight 82-020.
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Figure 53.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 18,
Flight 82-020.
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(a) Frame 1 of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 54. - Strike 18, Flight 82-020, aft camera.
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7 Figure55.-Lightningattachmentpointsand scenariofor strike19,
f Flight82-020./
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Figure 56.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 19,
Flight 82-020.
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/
Figure 57. - Strike 20, Flight 82-023, forward camera.
(a) Frame 1 of 2. (b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 58. - Strike 20, Flight 82-023, aft camera.
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Figure 59. Strike 21. Flight 82-023. forward camera.
-
(a) Frame 1 of 2. (b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 60. - Strike 82-023. aft camera.
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Figure 61. - Strike 22, Flight 82-023, aft camera.
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Ul) Fl'311l<? 1 of '
(b) Ft'3me 2 of 2.
FigUl'<2 l~2. - Stdke 23, Flight 32-023, aft camet'3.
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"
Figure 63. - Strike 24, Flight 82-023, forward camera.
Figure 64. - Strike 24, Flight 82-023, aft camera.
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(a) Frame 1 of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 65. - Strike 25, Flight 82-023, aft camera.
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(a) Frame 1 of 5.
(c) Frame 3 of 5.
(b) Frame 2 of 5.
(d) Frame 4 of 5.
Figure 66. - Strike 26, Flight 82-023, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 5.
Figure 66. - Concluded.
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(a) Frame 1 of 10.
(c) Frame 3 of 10.
(b) Frame 2 of 10.
(d) Frame 4 of 10.
Figure 67. - Strike 27, Flight 82-023, aft camel'a.
III
(e) Frame 5 of 10.
(f) Frame 6 of 10.
(g) Frame 7 of 10. (h) Frame 8 of 10.
Figure 67. - Continued.
112
(i) Frame 9 of 10.
(j) Frame 10 of 10.
Figure 67. - Concluded.
113
../
Figure 68. - Strike 31, Flight 82-024, aft camera.
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(a) Frame 1 of 4.
(c) Frame 3 of 4.
(b) Frame 2 of 4.
(d) Frame 4 of 4.
Figure 69. - Strike 35, Flight 82-024, aft camera.
115
Figure 70. - Strike 36, Flight 82-024, aft camera.
116
Figure 71. - Strike 37, Flight 82-024, aft camera.
117
Figure 72. - Strike 38, Flight 82-024, aft camera.
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(a) Composite bottom view.
Figure 73.- Lightning attachment points for strikes 42-55,
Flights 82-026-028.
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(b) Composite right side view.
Figure 73.- Continued.
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small
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(a) Frame 1 of 4.
(c) Frame 3 of 4.
(b) Frame 2 of 4.
(d) Frame 4 of 4.
Figure 74. - Strike 45, Flight 82-027, aft camera.
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Figure 75.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 47,
Initial Flight 82-028.
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Figure 76.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 47,
Flight 82-028.
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(a) Frame 1 of 3. (b) Frame 2 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 77. - Strike 47, Flight 82-028, aft camera.
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Figure78.-Lightningattachmentpointsand scenariofor strike48,
Flight82-028.
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Figure 79.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 48,
Flight 82-028.
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(a) Frame 1 of 9.
(c) Frame 3 of 9.
(b) Frame 2 of 9.
(d) Frame 4 of 9.
,
Figure 80. - Strike 48, Flight 82-028, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 9.
(g) Frame 7 of 9.
(f) Frame 6 of 9.
(h) Frame 8 of 9.
Figure 80. - Continued.
129
(i) Frame 9 of 9.
Figure 80. - Concluded.
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Figure81.- Lightningattachmentpoints and scenariofor strike49,
Flight 82-028.
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Figure 82.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 49,
Flight 82-028
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(a) Frame 1 of 7.
(c) Frame 3 of 7.
(b) Frame 2 of 7.
(d) Frame 4 of 7.
Figure 83. - Strike 49, Flight 82-028, aft camera.
133
(e) Frame 5 of '7. (f) Frame 6 of 7.
(g) Frame 7 of 7.
Figure 83. - Concluded.
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(a) Frame 1 of 4.
(c) Frame 3 of 4.
(b) Frame 2 of 4.
(d) Frame 4 of 4.
Figure 84. - Strike 59, Flight 82-030, aft camera.
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(a) Composite left side view.
Figure 85.- Lightning attachment points for strikes 62-68,
Flight 82-034 and Flight 82-035.
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(b) Composite right side view. _,
Figure 85.- Continued.
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(c) Composite bottom view.
Figure 85.- Concluded.
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Figure86.-Lightningattachmentpoints and scenariofor strike62,
Flight82-034.
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Figure 87.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 62,
Fl ight 82-034.
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*.
(a) Frame 1 of 5.
(c) Frame 3 of 5.
(b) Frame 2 of 5.
(d) Frame 4 of 5.
, Figure 88. ~ Strike 62, Flight 82-034, aft camera.
141
(e) Frame 5 of 5.
Figure 88. - Concluded.
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Figure 90.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 63,
Fl i ght 82- 034.
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(a) Frame 1 of 3. (b) Frame 2 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 91. - Strike 63, Flight 82-034, aft camera.
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Figure 92.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 65,
Fl ight 82-034.
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Figure 93.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 65,
Flight 82-034.
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(a) Frame 1 of 10.
(c) Frame 3 of 10.
(b) Frame 2 of 10.
(d) Frame 4 of 10.
Figure 94. - Strike 65, Flight 82-034, aft camera.
148
•(e) Frame 5 of 10 •
(g) Frame 7 of 10.
(f) Frame 6 of 10.
(h) Frame 8 of 10.
Figure 94. - Continued.
149
(i) Frame 9 of 10.
(j) Frame 10 of 10.
Figure 94. - Concluded.
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(a) Composite left side view.
Figure 95.- Lightning attachment points for strikes 69-78,
Flight 82-037 and Flight 82-038.
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(b) Compositeright side view.
Figure 95.- Concluded.
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Figure96.- Lightningattachmentpoints and scenariofor strike 70,
Flight 82-037.
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Figure 97.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 70,
Flight 82-037.
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(a) Frame 1 of 3. (b) Frame 2 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 98. - Strike 70, Flight 82-037, aft camera.
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Figure9g.-Lightningattachmentpointsand scenariofor strike71,
, Flight82-038.
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Figure 100.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 71.
Flight 82-038. .
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(a) Frame 1 of 13.
(c) Frame 3 of 13.
(b) Frame 2 of 13.
(d) Frame 4 of 13.
Figure 101. - Strike 71, Flight 82-038, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 13.
(g) Frame 7 of 13.
(f) Frame 6 of 13.
(h) Frame 8 of 13.
Figure 101. - Continued.
159
(i) Frame 9 of 13.
(k) Frame 11 of 13.
(j) Frame 10 of 13.
(1) Frame 12 of 13.
Figure 101. - Continued.
160
(m) Frame 13 of 13.
Figure 101. - Concluded.
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• Near side
.. Opposite side
t1I
(a) Lightning attachment point conditions A-J.
Figure 102.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 74.
Flight 82-038.
j•
A Initial entry for branch 1 at left wingtip
B Initial exit for branch 1 at right wingtip
C Entry for branch 1 detaches from wingtip and continues downward
D Final exit for branch 1 (dies out)
E Entry for branch 1 reattaches to tailpipe and continues downward
F New initial entry, branch 2, at left wingtip
G Initial exit for branch 2 at,tailpipe
H Entry and exit for branch 2 combine aft of airplane
I Exit for branch 2 dies out
J Entry for branch 1 dies out
(b) Key to Figures 102 and 103.
Figure 102.- Concluded.
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(a) Lightning attachment conditions A, B, C, D, E, and J.
Figure 103.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 74,
Flight 82-038.
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Top view
Left side view
(b) Lightning attachment conditions F, G, H, and I.
Figure 103.- Continued.
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Top view
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Left side view
(c) Lightning attachment point conditions H, I, and J.
Figure 103.- Concluded.
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(a) Frame 1 of 9.
(c) Frame 3 of 9.
(b) Frame 2 of 9.
Cd) Frame 4 of 9.
Figure 104. - Strike 74, Flight 82-038, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 9.
(g) Frame 7 of 9.
(f) Frame 6 of 9.
(h) Frame 8 of 9.
Figure 104. - Continued.
168
t(i) Frame 9 of 9.
Figure 104. - Concluded.
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Figure 105.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 75,
_. Flight 82-038.
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Figure 106.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 75,
Flight 82-038.
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(a) Frame 1 of 5.
(c) Frame 3 of 5.
(b) Frame 2 of 5.
(d) Frame 4 of 5.
Figure 107. - Strike 75, Flight 82-038, aft camera.
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J(e) Frame 5 of 5.
Figure 107. - Concluded.
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(a) Frame 1 of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 108. - Strike 76, Flight 82-038, aft camera.
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Figure 109.- Lightningattachmentpoints and scenariofor strike 77,
Initial Flight 82-038.
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Figure 110.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 77,
Fli ght 82-038.
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(a) Frame 1 of 5.
(c) Frame 3 of 5.
(b) Frame 2 of 5.
(d) Frame 4 of 5.
Figure 111. - Strike 77, Flight 82-038, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 5.
Figure 111. - Concluded.
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(a) Composite right side view.
Figure 112.- Lightning attachment points for strikes 79-90,
Flight 82-039 and Flight 82-040.
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(b) Composite left side view.
Figure 112.- Concluded.
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Figure 113.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 79,
Flight 82-039.
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Figure 114.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 79,
Flight 82-039.
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(a) Frame 1 of 3. (b) Frame 2 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 115. - Strike 79, Flight 82-039, aft camera.
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Figure 116.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 80,
Flight 82-039.
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Figure 117.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 80,
Flight 82-039.
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(a) Frame 1 of 4.
(c) Frame 3 of 4.
(b) Frame 2 of 4.
(d) Frame 4 of 4.
Figure 118. - Strike 80, Flight 82-039, aft camera.
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J Figure 119.- Lightningattachmentpointsand scenariofor strike 81,
Flight 82-040.
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Figure 120.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 81,
Flight 82-040.
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(a) Frame 1 of 5.
(c) Frame 3 of 5.
(b) Frame 2 of 5.
(d) Frame 4 of 5.
Figure 121. - Strike 81, Flight 82-040, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 5.
Figure 121. - Concluded.
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Figure 122.-Lightningattachmentpoints and scenariofor strike 82,
Flight 82-040.
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Figure 123.- lightning attachment point scenario for strike 82,Flight 82-040.
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(a) Frame 1 of 5.
(c) Frame 3 of 5.
(b) Frame 2 of 5.
(d) Frame 4 of 5.
Figure 124. - Strike 82, Flight 82-040, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 5.
Figure 124. - Concluded.
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Figure 125. - Strike 83, Flight 82-040, aft camera.
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(a) Composite bottom view.
Figure 126.- Lightning attachment points for strikes 126-148,
Flight 82-044.
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(b) Compositeright side view.
Figure 126.- Continued.
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(c) Compositeleft side view.
Figure 126.- Concluded.
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J Figure127.- Lightningattachmentpoints and scenariofor strike 126,
Flight 82-044.
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Figure 128.- lightning attachment point scenario for strike 126,
Flight 82-044.
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•(a) Frame 1 of 5.
(c) Frame 3 of 5.
(b) Frame 2 of 5.
(d) Frame 4 of 5.
Figure 129. - Strike 126, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 5.
Figure 129. - Concluded.
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(b) Frame 2 of 3.
(a) Frame 1 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 130. - Strike 127, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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Figure 131..- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strikes 127-128,
Flight 82-044.
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Figure 132.- Lightning attachment scenario for strike 127-128,
Flight 82-044.
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(a) Frame 1 of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 133. - Strike 128, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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Figure 134.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 130,
Flight 82-044.
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Figure 135.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 130,
Flight 82-044.
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t(a) Frame 1 of 4.
(c) Frame 3 of 4.
(b) Frame 2 of 4.
(d) Frame 4 of 4.
Figure 136. - Strike 130, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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Figure 137.- lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 131,
Flight 82-044.
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Figure 138.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 131,
Flight 82-044.
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(a) Frame 1 of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 139. - Strike 131, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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(a) Frame 1 of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure l~O. - Strike 132, Flight 82-0~~, aft camera.
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Figure 141. - Strike 134, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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Initial Figure 142 .- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 135,Flight 82-044.
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Figure 143.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 135,
Flight 82-044.
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,(a) Frame 1 of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 1~~. - Strike 135, Flight 82-0~~, aft camera.
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Final exit for branch 1 (dies out)
Initial exit for branch 2
Final exit for branch 2
Figure 145.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 136,
Flight 82-044.
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A Initial entry for both branches
B Final entry for both branches
C Initial exit for branch 1
D Final eXit for branch 1 (dies out)
E Initial exit for branch 2
F Final exit for branch 2
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Figure 146.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 136,
Fl ight 82-044.
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(a) Frame 1 of 4.
(c) Frame 3 of 4.
(b) Frame 2 of 4.
(d) Frame 4 of 4.
Figure 147. - Strike 136, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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Figure148.- Lightningattachmentpointsand scenariofor strike 137,
Initial Flight82-044.
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Figure 149.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 137,
Flight 82-044.
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(a) Frame 1 of 4.
(c) Frame 3 of 4.
(b) Frame 2 of 4.
(d) Frame 4 of 4.
Figure 150. - Strike 137, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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(a) Frame 1 of 3. (b) Frame 2 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 151. - Strike 138, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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Figure 152.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 139,
Flight 82-044.
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Figure 153.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 139,
Flight 82-044.
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,(a) Frame 1 of 5.
(c) Frame 3 of 5.
(b) Frame 2 of 5.
(d) Frame 4 of 5.
Figure 154. - Strike 139, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 5.
Figure 154. - Concluded.
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Figure 155. - Strike 140, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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(a) Frame 1 of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 156. - Strike 143, Flight 82-044, aft Qamera.
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~,
Figure 157. - Strike 145, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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(a) Frame 1 of 5.
(c) Frame 3 of 5.
(b) Frame 2 of 5.
Cd) Frame 4 of 5.
Figure 158. - Strike 146, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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(e) Frame 5 of 5.
Figure 158. - Concluded.
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Figure 159. - Strike 148, Flight 82-044, aft camera.
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(a) Composite left side view.
Figure 160.- Lightning attachment points for strikes 151-156,
Flight 82-048.
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(b) Compositeright side view.
Figure160.- Concluded.
(a) Frame 1 of 3. (b) Frame 2 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 161. - Strike 152, Flight 82-048, aft camera.
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Figure 162.- Lightningattachmentpointsand scenariofor strike 153,
Flight 82-048.
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Figure 163.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 153,
Flight 82-048.
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(a) Frame 1 of 8.
(b) Frame 2 of 8.
(d) Frame 4 of 8.(c) Frame 3 of 8.
Figure 164. - Strike 153, Flight 82-048, aft camera.
240
((e) Frame 5 of 8.
(f) Frame 6 of 8.
(g) Frame 7 of 8.
Figure 164. ~ Concluded.
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(h) Frame 8 of 8.
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Figure 165.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 155,
F1ight 82-048.
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Figure 166.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 155,
Flight 82-048.
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(b) Frame 2 of 3.
(a) Frame 1 of 3.
(c) Frame 3 of 3.
Figure 167. - Strike 155, Flight 82-048, aft camera.
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Figure 168.- Lightning attachment points and scenario for strike 156,
Flight 82-048.
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Figure 169.- Lightning attachment point scenario for strike 156,
Fl ight 82-048.
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(a) Frame 1 of 2.
(b) Frame 2 of 2.
Figure 170. - Strike 156, Flight 82-048, aft camera.
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